Abstract. Hierarchy organization is suitable for multi-robot system application. Robot or collaborative robots group is considered as an agent, then the organization model consists of agents and the relations between them. This paper introduces the logic of tasks combined with description logic to construct logic system L′ . According to related works [4], we can prove L′ is decidable, complete and sound. Based on the logic system L′ , author presented a formal task-oriented hierarchy organization model that can deduce a plan with a strategy can complete task or not.
Introduction
In multi-robot system, we consider robot or collaborative robots group as an agent. Agent has limited capability of percept, decision and action. Organization model consists of agents and the relations between them. An organization can be seen as a set of entities regulated by mechanisms of social order and created by more or less autonomous actors to achieve common goals [1] . Organization provides mechanisms to allow agents to advertise their capabilities, negotiate their terms, exchange rich information, and synchronize processes and workflow at a high-level of abstraction [14] .
The multi-robot organization models can be classified into three categories: market, network, hierarchy. In a market model, agents are self-interested. They will first try to solve their own local problem, and then agents can potentially negotiate with other agents to exchange services or goods in shortage or in excess [15] . Network model is a coalition of self-interested agents that agree to collaborate to achieve a mutual goal. Agents in a network model are self-interested but are willing to trade some of their freedom to obtain secure relations and trust [16] [17] . Hierarchy model coordinate the flow of resources or information by controlling and directing it at a central point in the managerial hierarchy [18] [19] . Characteristics of organizations are shown in table.1 [1] . 
Specified on design
Hierarchy organization predefined the interaction and produces high-level behavior from low-level behaviors that is suitable for task-oriented multi-robot system application.
Since uncertainties in the progress, task-oriented system is modeled by DES (Discrete Event System) [5] . It deals with uncertainty in response to an event. DES modeling method has the following kinds: Petri nets [6] , Alphabet-based approaches [7] , Perturbation methods [8] , Control theoretic techniques [9] , Expert systems design [10] . These methods focus on the design of whole system but miss the formalized description of logic system. The logic of tasks (G. Japaridze 1998) [13] arose from linear logic (J. Y. Girard 1987) [12] . In that logic system, form is task need to execute and language contains classical logic and linear logic is powerfully expressive. G. Japaridze (2002, [4] ) added extra-operators Π and ∏ to the frame of first order predicate logic then got a complete formalized system * L with strict logical semantic theory. But * L is just semi decidable.
In the section 2 of this paper, author presents a decidable logic system L′ which is based on the logic of tasks and description logic. L′ established the syntax, semantic and inference rules to represent knowledge of tasks. Section 3 gives a formalized organization model based on L′ . Section 4 introduces a practical application example to describe how the logic system works..
Task logic system L′
A description logic knowledge base analogously comprises two components -a TBox and an ABox. TBox contains intentional knowledge in the form of a terminology and is built through declarations that describe general properties of concepts. The basic deduction service for such TBox can be viewed as logical implication and it amounts to verifying whether a generic relationship is a logical consequence of the declarations in the TBox. ABox contains extensional knowledge that is specific to the individuals of the domain of discourse. The basic reasoning task in an ABox is instance checking, which verifies whether a given individual is an instance of (belongs to) a specified concept.
TBox consists of specific domain and abstract domain. Specific domain contains a nonempty set . Atomic task is defined as follow, and then generalized task is inductively defined.
Definition 1(Atomic tasks):
Atomic tasks in specific domain: P is an n-ary predicate, n u u u 2 1 , is an attributive chain that connects finite attributes, and then ( )
is an atomic task.
Atomic tasks in abstract domain: T is an n-ary task name,
are terms, and then
is an atomic task. Definition 2(Task formula, formula for short): (1) Atomic task is formula;
is formula; (5) ⊥ is formula; (Contradiction) Π and ∏ are extra-operators introduced into the traditional first order predicate logic. We call them additive operators, or additives. β αΠ means that master or slave chooses α or β . α
In applications, we can extend the operators to enrich the language expression ability.
The logic system L′ is decidable if the variable range in the scope of quantifier is finite. For example, in formula )
, the range of variable x is finite. In other word, TBox need to be finite set.
L′ can be used to infer a plan and a strategy accomplish a task or not. We also need continuous parameter optimization to refine the details of plan, and then we will get a better effect of task execution.
Formalized organization model
In a hierarchy organization model, relationships between agents are described by roles in a group (AALAADIN architecture [3] ). A group is a set of agents. A role is an abstract representation of an agent's function, service, or identification within a group. A high-level agent can be considered as a group of roles enacted by low-level agents. As show in Fig.1 We choose to use the generic model introduced in [2] . The interpretation of the components of an agent is control and planning, interaction with world, interaction with agents, goals, tasks, world knowledge. The formalized agent model is shown in table 2. T with a strategy are satisfiable with knowledge of tasks, then we consider the plan with strategy accomplish obj T .
Application Case
We choose a typical application of the space station: a space station service system consists of a railway, a heavy arm and a light arm. The heavy arm is installed on the railway to expand the operating space, and the light arm is installed on the heavy arm for critically operations. System is abstracted as an agent formed by group: { } Assume that the robot system needs to fix object a on one of the position A , B and C . Atomic task
is accomplished iff object a is fixed on position Pos . Then we define task of the robot system:
(1) Task instance assertions A -At least one position of them can be fixed a : 
Pos

Move
) to satisfy the knowledge of tasks. When the plan has been accomplished, the primitive formula is returned to commander.
